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Abstract

Since the armistice of July 1953, the fire between both Koreas stopped - yet the war has not

officially ended, as there has not been any peace treaty to date. In order to solve this, 2018

marked relevant diplomatic efforts: the first one, between both Koreas, in April 2018 through

the Panmunjom Declaration; the second one, between the US and the North, in June 2018

through the Singapore Declaration. Also, in 2019, negotiations re-started in Hanoi, Vietnam.

The research question in front of this is: “have the diplomatic summits in 2018 and 2019 been

effective towards the development of an inter-Korean peace agreement?”. In order to answer

the question, this work has tried to measure the effectiveness of the Summits through the

degree of compliance of the main points using three categories as the main ingredients for a

peace treaty: security provisions, economic cooperation and identity construction. These three

categories will be used to compare the scenario pre-2018 to post-2018 through several

indicators: the NTI, the IPUS, the CNS database and others. Through the analysis, we find

that in terms of content, the Panmunjom Declaration is more detailed, complete and

interdisciplinary than the second. The analysis discloses that diplomatic efforts have not been

effective enough, even if the sub-category of sports diplomacy has presented a sustained

amelioration.
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1- Introduction

While Fukuyama1 described the “end of History” after the failure of the USSR, the two

Koreas are still technically at war as a product of the tensions along the Cold War. The

armistice held on July 27, 1953 stopped abruptly the conflict and fire between the two

belligerent actors, but the war never officially ended because there has been no inter partes

peace treaty to date. During the April 27 2018 summit, South Korean President Moon Jae-in

and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un pledged to formally end the Korean War and negotiate

a possible treaty of peace with the declaration of Panmunjom, the strategic neutral zone

between the two Koreas. Meanwhile, on June 12 2018, the President of the United States,

Donald Trump, and Kim Jong-un, argued a meeting on Sentosa Island in Singapore, the first

meeting in history between the respective leaders of both countries. The two summits

represent a 180° turn in comparison to years of threats and tension. In 2019, a new Summit

was held in Hanoi, Vietnam, in order to continue the negotiations between the US and North

Korea. In face of this situation, there has been an ongoing debate regarding if we are facing a

gradual disappearance of the détente on the Korean peninsula or, in contrast, a peace

agreement could be possible in recent years.

This paper firstly aims to ponder the most important factors at stake for a possible peace

agreement2 through reviewing the literature under a muli-dimensional perspective. The

analysis will cover three categories which have been proven essential for a peace treaty: (i)

security provisions, (ii) economic cooperation and (iii) national identity construction. We will

measure the effectiveness of these diplomatic efforts by the degree of compliance with the

compromises acquired in the Summits in order to create a better atmosphera for the signature

of a peace agreement. Specifically, the case study in which we will focus more is on the

Panmunjom Declaration, as it is the most extensive and complete joint-agreement of the

three. The incertitude of current events on the game board such as the election of Joe Biden to

the presidency of the White House shall be taken also into account; as the research theme is

not exclusively historical, there’s always room for dynamic changes and recent circumstances

that may vary the analysis of this work throughout its realization.

2 What is a peace agreement/treaty? As the American Bar Association defines it, it consists of a “legal
agreement between two or more hostile parties, usually countries or governments, which formally ends a state of
war between the two parties”.

1 Fukuyama, F. (1992) The End of history and the last man
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Regarding the relevance of this topic, we find that in the 21st century, there are still ongoing

conflicts that are a product of the historical tensions of the Western powers. In this case, the

Cold War between the US and the former USSR conducted one of the most impacting Proxy

wars ever experienced. As the reality and consequences of Proxy wars are often ignored in

the study of International Relations, this paper will raise the need to further explore the

transition between the ashes of an armed conflict to a possible peace agreement in the 21st

century. In our case, the research question would be: “have the diplomatic summits in 2018

and 2019 been effective towards the development of an inter-Korean peace agreement?”

While the null hypothesis would be “they haven’t been effective enough and there is no

current possibility in reaching a peace agreement” (H0) or, given the success of these

diplomatic efforts, “there is a factual possibility of reaching a peace agreement in recent

years” (H1).

2- Historical context

2.1- The Korean War

The Korean War consists of a military conflict between South Korea/Republic of Korea

(ROK) and North Korea/Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) that occurred in the

framework of the Cold War, between 1950 and 1953, due to the political bipolarity between

the USSR and the US. After the Japanese occupation of the Korean peninsula and the

subsequent defeat of Japan in WWII, Korea was divided; North Korea came under Soviet

influence (also supported by the People’s Republic of China) and South Korea under US

influence. Before the Korean War broke out, after World War II, the Soviet Union and the

United States had agreed to divide Korea into these two independent states. After this

decision, some diplomatic talks were held with the aim of reuniting Korea; however, on June

25, 1950, North Korea decided to invade South Korea. Faced with this invasion, the United

States came to defend South Korea and in just two months managed to stop the irruption from

the North. By 1953, through an armistice that restored the border between North and South,

the war came to an end. Both Koreas have been radically separated since 1953, with a

polarized iron curtain between them that prevents any communication. Nowadays we find a

trilateral relationship between a challenger (North Korea), a defender (the United States), and

a protégé (South Korea) (Kim, Cohen; 2017). Additionally, two specific topics have been the
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main drivers of conflict in this trilateral relation: the reunification of Korea and the North

denuclearization.

2.2- Reunification of Korea

The desire for Korea's reunification is a main aspect of the conflict that has conditioned the

relations between both Koreas. We can understand reunification as the “fusion of two or more

states that share a common ethnic national identity and the belief that their nation existed as a

single political unit”. In the inter-Korean case, both premises are met. The implementation of

the Sunshine policy3 in South-Korean governments since the Kim Dae-Jung administration

has fostered a trust-building process in drafting the interests of a peace treaty. The Sunshine

Policy believes that an inter-Korean peace agreement, among other conditions, is a needed

step forward in the unification of the peninsula. Subsequent South Korean governments have

followed the lead of the Sunshine policy and adapted its principles to the needs of each

legislature without transforming its main axis. The process of reunification through the

Sunshine policy has been viewed as a positive and crucial long-term aim for both

governments. North Korea has also been willing to reunify the peninsula. In 1993, Kim Il

Sung introduced the 10-Point Program for the Great Unity of the Whole Nation for the

Reunification of Country under the principles of independence, peaceful reunification and

great national unity.

Despite the political polarization between both Koreas, the respective governments keep in

mind an eventual reunification as a single nation-state. Hence, various mutual agreements

after the establishment of the Sunshine Policy have been done in order to accomplish this

mutual desire. In June 2000, North and South Korea signed the June 15th North-South Joint

Declaration. During the 2007 high-level inter-Korean talks held in Pyongyang between Kim

Jong-il and Roh Moo Hyun, both countries also conducted the October 4th Declaration. Later

on, the Panmunjom Declaration came, as well as the Pyongyang Declaration in terms of

discussing the outcomes of the possible reunification. Nevertheless, the content in the

US-DPRK does not comply with the unification and prefers to focus on denuclearization. As

3 The Sunshine Policy, officially called The Reconciliation and Cooperation Policy Towards the North, is the
name of South Korea's foreign policy towards North Korea since President Kim Dae-jung's mandate in 1998.
The external policy was meant to soften North Korea's attitude towards South Korea, yet many heads of
government have followed and interpreted this policy in hopes of a future reunification.
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Sung explains, Korean unification has been proven to be successful as an exclusively

inter-Korean initiative.

Reunification would entail for South Korea an initial economic expense. That’s important to

keep in mind. However, with the help of international organizations and financial institutions,

reunification would have crucial support, specifically for industrial development. The

unification of the economic models of both Koreas into one, would generate two conflicts.

Firstly, the tension between the socialist mode of production and collectivization of the North

versus the liberal free-market policies of the South. Secondly, as South Korea belongs to the

group of the Four Asian Dragons, a process of unification in which South Korea is expected

to cooperate with the North would belittle its actions in the market economy at a national and

international level. Korean private companies would be skeptical at first due to this social and

economic harmonization. Nevertheless, as explained subsequently, in the long-run a joint

Korea economically is expected to enlarge its economic outcomes (Koh, 2012). Also,

reunification also needs a common idea of what the peninsula of Korea should be. Even

though both countries share a common language, cultural heritage and territory, the political

iron curtain between them since the end of the Korean War has fragmented this common

national conception of being Korean. Thus, nation-building processes for fostering a common

identity also should be expected (Choi, 2010).

2.3- The denuclearization issue

The nuclearization of the North has been one of the main obstacles in finding a possible

peace agreement. In May 1992, the International Atomic Energy Agency's (IAEA) first

inspection in North Korea disclosed a superior quantity of plutonium than what had been

initially declared. The DPRK got offended with the accusations and announced a year later its

intention to step back from the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). In 1994, North Korea

announced in the Agreed Framework with the USA, to cancel its plutonium programs and

dismantle the armamentistic program through nuclear energy in exchange for the recovery of

diplomatic relations. Yet, in 2002 a diplomatic crisis erupted: the US Intelligence Unit had

evidence on the DPRK consolidating uranium and plutonium deployment of technology, thus

ignoring the Agreed Framework. After a long extra-political dispute in which North Korea
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admitted its tenance of nuclear weapons and later denied it, North Korea withdrew from the

Nuclear NPT in 2003.

The history of international efforts to stop nuclearization of North Korea starting from the

US-North Korean negotiation that led to the 1994 Agreed Framework till the Six-Party Talks

has shown that North Korea continued working on nuclear weapons development that led to

the nuclear test explosions in 2006 and 2009. That’s why nuclear armament may act as a

deterrent4 towards possible agressions. In fact, North Korea used the term “nuclear deterrent”

for the first time on June 6, 2003, when a foreign ministry spokesperson stated that “as far as

the issue of nuclear deterrent force is concerned, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

(DPRK) has the same legal status as the United States and other states possessing nuclear

deterrent forces”. In front of the United States deliberating securitization strategies in the

1990s, this distrustment and fear is considered to have originated North Korea’s proliferation

(Kim, Cohen; 2017). DPRK continued to develop its nuclear program throughout the 1990s,

and a crisis point was reached in 2002 when it admitted that it had a uranium-enrichment

program. As a result, North Korea announced its withdrawal from the Non-Proliferation

Treaty (NPT) on January 10, 2003. Even though it never admitted that its nuclear materials

served for developing nuclear armament, in 2006 it conducted its first test.

Before 2014, North Korea publicly conducted three nuclear tests, on October 9 2006, May 25

2009, February 12 2013. On April 1, 2013, just months after the third nuclear test, the

Supreme People’s Assembly of the DPRK adopted the Nuclear Weapons State Law, which

includes ten important points in which the legislative body justified the tenance of all nuclear

facilities. The Nuclear Weapons State Law clarifies the political strategy of the DPRK's use

of nuclear weapons. The DPRK has adopted an assured retaliation “until the day when the

United States lifts its nuclear threat and blackmail”. Yet, as Kim and Cohen (2017) have

expressed, North Korea’s nuclear doctrine could be understood as a revisionist strategy. as

North Korea has changed the non-offensive nature of the 2013 to the use of nuclear weapons

“preemptively” in a statement of 2016.

In just a period of one year, between 2016 and 2017, the DPRK conducted three more nuclear

tests. The Northern country has unilaterally conducted numerous nuclear and missile tests

4 Deterrence consists in the action of discouraging an action or event through instilling doubt or fear of the
consequences”; it is relevant to the field of security as it is related to conflict prevention
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and military exercises in recent years. South Korea and the United States, by their part, have

also conducted joint military exercises and run missile tests of their own for deterrence

purposes. Under this bipolarity, each side has condemned the other’s actions as what they

called “provocations”. Nevertheless, the very same military advancements that each side does

for deterrence purposes raise the risk of spurring violence and endangering collective

security’s détente. Specifically, Japan, the United States and South Korea are worried about

the development of North Korea’s nuclear weapons, as it does not convey with the

Non-Proliferation Treaty5 and their neighbouring and geopolitical interests. North Korea, as it

demonstrated in 1950, is capable of miniaturizing its nuclear technology and creating

warheads, considering then the possibility of a surprise attack to take place, with no reaction

fast enough from South Korea. Also, militar developments have been considered also a threat

to Seoul, in which nearly half of the total population of the country lives. In case of attack,

South Korea and the United States air forces could manage to respond effectively to a North

Korean attack, however, by that time Seoul would be in ashes. In this sense, just like the Cold

War, the inter-Korean conflict represents a perfect example of a Mutual Assured Destruction

as the stabilization force.

2.4- The declarations

The 2018 Inter-Korean Summit held between President Moon Jae-in and Chairman Kim

Jong-un came to an end with an adoption of the Panmunjom Declaration for Peace,

Prosperity and Unification of the Korean Peninsula (hereinafter referred to as “the

Panmunjom Declaration”). After a 100-minute extended meeting and a 30-minute dialogue

on a bench, leaders of the two Koreas reached an agreement that contains 3 articles and 13

paragraphs with several points and concrete measures regarding security, economic

cooperation and tackling reunification. It has been considered as the most influential

diplomatic effort in the draft of the inter-Korean peace treaty, thus its importance in this

work.

The 2018 North Korea–United States Singapore Summit was a summit meeting between

North Korean Chairman Kim Jong-un and U.S. President Donald Trump, held at the Capella

5 The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, commonly known as the Non-Proliferation Treaty or
NPT, is an international treaty signed in 1968 whose objective is to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and
weapons technology, to promote cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and to further the goal of
achieving nuclear disarmament and general and complete disarmament.
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Hotel, Sentosa, Singapore, on June 12, 2018. It was the first meeting between the leaders of

North Korea and the United States. And in fact, a one-page Singapore Declaration emerged.

It was signed by former U.S. President Donald J. Trump and North Korean leader Kim

Jong-un with four aspirational objectives: 1) a new U.S.-North Korean relationship, 2) peace

on the Korean Peninsula, 3) work toward “complete denuclearization,” and 4) a return of the

remains of American MIAs from the Korean War from North Korea. Since then, no other

declaration has been consensuated.

3- Theoretical framework: conceptualization of the terms

As we’re trying to analyse if the two summits have been “successful” or “effective” , we need

to operationalize the criterias to follow a rigorous analysis. It is often inevitable to use

connotations of subjectivity, self-perspective and value. We will consider “successful” a

cycle of negotiations if it complies with its compromises acquired in the Summit towards a

future peace agreement - under a rational-driven definition. The main and most discussed

starting point for approaching why conflict arises and persists in social sciences has been the

“war inefficiency puzzle” (Fearon, 1995). As we will see, a definition of “effectiveness” for a

peace agreement should be able to overcome the dilemma of the “war inefficiency puzzle”.

a) Asymmetric information
The author explains a first major reason for which in some contexts such peaceful bargaining

may fail - that is asymmetric information. This is the case when each actor is conscious about

its military capacities but not about the ones of the adversary. In this situation, perfectly

exemplified through the Cold War, it can occur that both overestimate their winning chances

and feel no need or willingness to come to a peace agreement or, by the other hand, they

underestimate their own capacities and feel insecure about their enemies’ capabilities. Hence,

in both situations where there is no factual communication between the parties, the principle

of asymmetric information would diminish the possibilities of peaceful negotiation. A

solution to more or less try to reduce asymmetric information is mediation, establishing a

flow of information usually through a neutral third party, increasing the set of acceptable

bargains (Hörner et al., 2015), and (Mitusch and Strausz, 2005). It has been shown that

mediation can loosen enforceability constraints ex ante in establishing preferences in the

peace-building process. Powell, on the other hand, considers that asymmetric information
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may explain the outbreak of conflict, but it is not very good at explaining prolonged conflict,

as in the case of both Koreas.

b) Commitment problems
The second major category of bargaining failure emphasized in Fearon (1995) and in the

literature at large are commitment problems. They take place when parties could benefit a lot

from breaking a treaty and each fighting group rationally expects the other one not to honor

its commitments. Let’s imagine for a second that the peace agreement is based on a

distribution of 50%-50% regarding their preferences, but if one party of the agreement backs

down while the other trusts in the agreement, the first party can achieve itself the 80% its

preferences, instead of just the 50% that the agreement would entail. In front of such

commitment problems, rational distrust can jeopardize a peace agreement and disarmament.

Third-party security guarantees and peacekeeping troops can alleviate commitment problems

and mutual distrust. (Walter, 1997). Powell considers that commitment problems are the

fundamental part of the war-inefficiency puzzle.

c) Indivisibility issue
While Fearon adds the issue of indivisibility for establishing a peace agreement, bargaining

indivisibility does not adequately explain war since even if an issue is indivisible there are

still aspects in which both sides will prefer to fight on (Powell, 2006). Both sides to a conflict

merely need to find a bargaining game that provides them with similar probabilities to a

warfare game, which would then avoid the significant non-recoverable costs of war; for

example, a solution to that would be mediation.

d) Endogenous destruction
Also, apart from these three conditions, (Chang; Luo, 2012, 2017) provide a possible

additional explanation to the Puzzle. They indicate that the key to the puzzle rests also in the

degree of destruction. Destruction in a war is understood as the degree of damage to

structures that will no longer exist or will not be able to be repaired. When destruction is

more or less equal to the remaining resources after war, war is more costly than peace.

However, when destruction is endogenous and increases with weapon allocation, the authors

show that the two conflicting states are more keen to arrive at a settlement/negotiation. When

destruction is small, it is shown that the expected utility from war is higher than peace.
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4. Methodology

In the following work, we will, first of all, take two case studies: the third inter-Korean

summit of 2018 and the first US-North Korea summit of the same year. Additional

negotiations as Hanoi in 2019 will also be taken into account. An attempt will be made to

measure the effectiveness of these negotiation summits towards a possible peace treaty from

the next operationalization: we’ll see under the following parameters if, after almost three

years, the compromises acquired in the context of both summits have been accomplished or if

it has not been the case yet. Thus, we will compare the status of the following parameters

pre-Summits before 2018 with the current status of 2021. Scholars have pointed out which

are the “main ingredients” of an “effective” peace agreement and the right composition of its

clauses and provisions, as they will have a stronger impact on whether an agreement actually

achieves peace (Badran, 2014). We’ll analyze whether these “ingredients” are being tackled

substantively or not in both cases.

a) Security provisions
The first parameter will analyze whether both powers comply with security and power

balancing. This idea necessarily entails disarmament and, in this particular case, its main axis

is denuclearization. An initial ceasefire as well as the subsequent demobilization are needed,

as well as an exhaustive disarmament and reintegration of warring factions. As found by

Berman et al., establishing security is the first crucial ingredient for stabilizing a conflict area

and it is hard to achieve post-conflict reconstruction without guaranteeing security. The

Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI) Nuclear Security Index, developed with the Economist

Intelligence Unit, will be used in order to track the progress of denuclearization in North

Korea. Secondly, The James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies (CNS) North Korea

Missile Test Database will also help us to address the number of tests and the family type of

missiles through a quantitative and qualitative analysis. Both indexes use public information

to track country-level progress on security provisions and recommend actions for

governments to protect nuclear materials and armament facilities in order to strengthen the

global nuclear security architecture. “Empirical findings suggest that provisions such as

requiring belligerents to report their military information to third parties or verifying the

accuracy of third parties’ information significantly reduce the risk of renewed war or armed
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conflict” (Mattes and Savun, 2010: 511). We’ll compare between the pre-2018 situation and

the current one.

b) Economic cooperation
The second parameter will analyze the role of economic resources in the conflict, its sharing

and cooperation, as well as the need to erase any benefit from the conflict. Both belligerent

parties must see conflict as “non-rational” as it does not have any benefit in growth terms;

even if they still feel reluctant to reach an agreement. Alongside political and military

power-sharing, the sharing of economic and territorial power increases peace survival, as well

as sharing of natural and material resource rents (Hartzell, Hoddie, 2003). If in the security

parameter the main axis was disarmament through denuclearization, in this second parameter

the main aspect would be the efforts in the inter-Korean unification through economic means.

In order to analyze the inter-Korean economic integration, we’ll use the IPUS inter-Korean

integration index which will help us to analyze the level of integration in relation to mainly

exports and imports. We will take an especial focus on the role of exports and imports and its

special characteristics in inter-Korean trade. Also, as current data is not yet available, we’ll

also examine the number of joint initiatives regarding economic integration between both

Koreas and the comparison between the status pre-2018 and post-2018.

c) Identity construction
Scholars have given importance to the building of inter-group trust as a basic ingredient for

long-run inter-group peace: religion, language, ethnic identity... In the case of the

inter-Korean conflict, the concept of the Korean reunification in the national sense is crucial.

There is a deep generation gap with respect to peace policies in Korea, since the older

generations are skeptical of the dialogues and compromises agreed between the North and the

South, while the young people glimpse with greater hope the possibility of a reunification of

the peninsula. Measures enhancing confidence and community between embattled

communities can make peace last longer (Fortna, 2007): for example, the arrangement of

cultural events involving an equal participation of both parties is essential. Also, in crisis

management, setting up of a joint commission for dispute settlements is found to have a more

beneficial impact than dispute mediation from the outside. The index IPUS will also be used

in the third category. We will focus on the number of joint cultural projects conducted by the

two Koreas, such as sports events and the comparison between the status pre-2018 and
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post-2018. Also, we will analyse the role of the reunion of families between the North and the

South in the same comparative way.

5- Study of the case: efficiency in a possible peace agreement

5.1- Security provisions

Even if the Non Proliferation Treaty of 1968 has been an inmensive success in erasing

nuclear facilities from almost all countries, North Korea has conducted numerous nuclear and

missile tests and military exercises in recent years; in this sense, posing an enormous problem

to South Korea’s and international overall security. Since 2014, North Korea has

exponentially reconducted its patterns in nuclear armament testing, increasing its frequency

in launching missiles from a more extensive variety of new locations. South Korea and the

United States, in turn, have held joint military exercises and run missile tests of their own “in

response”. Each side has condemned the other’s actions as what they called “provocations,”

as if all were intended to be pure compellence. Even if the very same military moves that

each side takes are mostly for deterrence purposes, the fact that North Korea conducts

considerable nuclear tests without the approval of fellow NPT signatories endangers

collective security; that’s what sets the North and the South actions apart (Sigal, 2020).

The recent clima of tension is due to the recent events of the inter-Korean diplomatic crisis in

the period of 2015-2017. In violation of several UN Security Council resolutions, North

Korea has continuously carried out at least six grouped nuclear tests, thanks to its enrichment

and long-range missile development efforts. Although the scale of North Korea’s uranium

enrichment program has always been considered an enigma uncertain, the US Congressional

Research Service through several relevant intelligence agencies estimated in 20186 that the

North had enough plutonium to produce “at least six nuclear weapons, and possibly up to

sixty”. This period of tension and restrictions led by Park Geun-Hye’s administration led to

an inevitable wall between both Koreas; tackling a possible inter-Korean peace treaty became

a much more difficult task.

6 North Korea: U.S. Relations, Nuclear Diplomacy, and Internal Situation
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Moon Jae-In started his mandate taking the torch of Park Geun-Hye after the strongest

nuclear test of North Korea in 2017. Not an easy ground for establishing accords between

both powers, nevertheless, it is relevant to point out his willingness to recover inter-Korean

relations through a new approach towards the Sunshine Policy. In this clima of permanent

tension, the main objective of reopening negotiations between the North and the South has

been the creation of confidence-building measures (CBMs). CBMs comprehend “planned

procedures to prevent hostilities, to avert escalation, to reduce military tension, and to build

mutual trust between countries” according to the United Nations’ Office for Disarmament

Affairs. These CBMs could help the provision of peaceful intents and the fostering of a

conducive atmosphere to peace by reducing the likelihood of deadly, material and symbolic

clashes as those previous to negotiations (Sigal, 2020) The three main axis of Moon’s CBM’s,

according to the ministry of Unification are:

- Peace First: peace is the value that we should uphold with the highest priority, as
well as the foundation for prosperity.

- Spirit of ‘Mutual Respect’: we pursue a "Korean Peninsula of co-prosperity", where
South and North respect and cooperate with each other, by defining our stance as the
"3-Nos" - no desire for the North's collapse, no pursuit of unification by absorption,
and no pursuit of unification through artificial means.

- ‘Open’ Policy: the policy will be completed through public participation and
interaction to ensure that the policy can be fully understood by – and made by – the
people.

His efforts led to the April 2018 Inter-Korean summit which took place on 27 April 2018 on

the South Korean side of the Joint Security Area, Panmunjom. The leaders of North and

South Korea signed the legendary "Panmunjom Declaration" following a historic summit.

This Declaration consisted of three main general points with specific non-binding clauses

which expressed the optimistic spirit of the declaration through “peace, prosperity and

reunification”. In this sense, the Declaration committed the two sides to:

- “Completely cease all hostile acts against each other in every domain including land,

sea and air”.

- “Devise a practical scheme to turn the area of the Northern Limit Line in the West Sea

into a maritime peace zone to prevent accidental military clashes and ensure safe

fishing activities”.
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- “Carry out disarmament in a phased manner”.

- “Hold frequent meetings between military authorities including the defense ministers’

meeting”.

- “Actively promote the holding of trilateral meetings involving the two sides, the

United States, or quadrilateral meetings involving the two sides, the United States and

China with a view to replacing the Armistice Agreement with a peace agreement and

establishing a permanent and solid peace regime”.

Nevertheless, in the Singapore Convention, the section on denuclearization is not described

with details or exhaustively. The complete denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, which

was complied with at the Panmunjom Declaration, was reassured. The only main difference

is that the Panmunjom Declaration announces the willingness from both North and South

Korea to take measures in order to achieve denuclearization, yet the US-North Korea Joint

Statement only puts the focus on North Korea’s obligation to denuclearize. In the case of the

Hanoi Summit, apart from a vague compromise of dismantling the Yongbyon nuclear

complex, not a grounded agreement was reached. As the ministry of Unification stated in

2020, those “frequent meetings” exposed in the Panmunjom Declaration weren’t taking place

regularly, yet let alone with the United States, which no period of negotiation has been

restarted since 2019. Also, the territorial dispute of the Northern Limit Line in the West Sea

has not been settled in any way yet.

In front of this uncertain scenario regarding security provisions, how can we measure the

compromise held by the North in this first category? In nuclear disarmament, the NTI

Nuclear Security Index measures “the security of some of the deadliest materials in the

world—highly enriched uranium (HEU) and plutonium—against theft and the security of

nuclear facilities against sabotage”. A ranking and indicator is created in order to evaluate the

security and the compromise of disarmament by nuclear parties. NTI 2020 disclosed that,

among all participants in the index, North Korea was the only country in the report that didn’t

show any sign of improvement in minimizing and eliminating the world’s deadliest materials.

In fact, the report highlighted that India, Pakistan, UK and North Korea had in fact increased

their quantities of weapon-usable nuclear materials. Nevertheless, in 2020 these four

countries continue to increase their quantities according to the 2020 index. In the report,

there’s a Voluntary Commitments indicator, measuring the willingness of the country to

participate in activities of control, accountability and progressive reduction. The score North
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Korea has been receiving consequently, including the 2019 and 2020 (after the Panmunjom

declaration) is 0, as it has not participated at all in none of the activities nor has acceded to

any of the demands or recommendations. Also, as the report denounces, in the case of North

Korea, publicly available information is seriously lacking, as well as the rigorous access to

possible progress; an exercise of transparency should also be needed.

If we want to be more precise and see how the nuclear tests have been related to a possible

progress on other security provisions, we could analyse the degree of DRPK’s missile tests.

Missile tests have been continuously carried out by the North. The Panmunjom Declaration

intended to solve this matter. The James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies (CNS)

North Korea Missile Test Database would help us to analyze all tests of missiles launched by

North Korea. The graph below will allow us to see how North Korea’s missile tests have been

tested, experimented on and carried out over different periods of time. We can also see how

different the missile types and families are. We have to bear in mind that missile tests allow

us to analyze much more transparent information than with nuclear tests.

Source: Launches over Time. The CNS North Korea Missile Test Database, Retrieved on April, 20 2021

As we see in the map, armamentistic tests and nuclear proliferation in North Korea hadn’t

been a priority in the North’s agenda until 2013, after the DPRK's law on nuclear

proliferation when it declared itself as a nuclear state and it started developing several

armaments such as the Missiles listed above. The CNS database reveals, firstly, an alarming
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increase in the number of test missiles that North Korea has conducted since 2019, in

detriment of the compromises acquired in the Panmunjom Declaration. With harsher methods

and dangerous materials that can display a security menace, we do not only find a

proliferation quantitatively but also qualitatively; the missiles that have been tested recently

have been way more impactful than the previous ones. Scud and Nodong missiles have one of

the most extended ranges in the missile family, for instance. Since 2017, North Korea has

tested several missiles demonstrating the rapid advances of its military technology. The

Hwasong-type of missile, especifically, evolved from the Hwasong-12 (with 4.500km of

capacity), to the Hwasong-14 and the Hwasong-15 (with at least 10.000 and 13.000km

capacity respectively). In fact, in 2021, the first test of this year disclosed what BBC informs

as what’s thought to be the “world’s most powerful weapon”, consisting of an innovative

submarine launched ballistic missile launched just days before the election of Joe Biden.

Rather than being developmental in empty ground, several of these tests have been monitored

as operational tests at relevant military units' training grounds. The data also reveals, apart

from that experiments with missile growth, North Korea has currently targeted more specific

testing camps for developing trials and experiments of missiles. North Korea has transferred

and decentralized previous original missile tests from the Tonghae Satellite Launching

Ground to the Sohae Satellite Launch Center and to Wonsan, for instance.

As Sigal (2020) points out, the North’s failure to implement many of its Pyongyang

commitments, as well as any of the Panmunjom’s disarmament points, underscores a

cautionary note. The political relationship between longtime enemies, and especially between

the United States and the DPRK, remained the driving force in reducing or increasing

tensions that could erupt into armed clashes. These results present a clear and disturbing

situation in which (i) North Korea has not shown any factical effort to apply the compromises

acquired in the Panmunjom Declaration in disarmament and denuclearization and (ii) it has

indeed conducted more dangerous missile and nuclear tests throughout the country.

5.2- Economic cooperation

In South Korea, we cannot exactly talk about “imports” and “exports” regarding inter-Korean

economic cooperation, as it is understood as an internal undertaking in accordance with the
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Law on South-North Exchanges and Cooperation of 1990 and the Special Law on

Implementation of the World Trade Organization Agreement of 1995. Indeed, concepts such

as “carry-in” and “carry-out” exemplify the intra-national nature of trade between South and

North Korea. Article 5 of the Special Law stipulates that “trade between South Korea and

North Korea constitutes internal trading within a nation and as such shall not be regarded as

that between countries. After a 1988 decision by the South Korean Government to allow

trade with the North, South Korean firms started efforts to import North Korean goods. Direct

trade with the South began in September 1990 after the unprecedented meeting of the two

Korean Prime Ministers. Trade between the countries increased from $18.8 million in 1989 to

$333.4 million in 1999, much of it processing or assembly work undertaken in the North. In

the late 1990s and most of the 2000s, North-South relations re-warmed under the Sunshine

Policy of President Kim Dae-jung.

Source: Lim, W. (2006). “Inter-Korean economic cooperation at a crossroads”. Korea Development Institute,

December. p. 143

Also, as the graph shows, in 2005, inter-Korean trade volume exceeded $1 billion measured

in flow of goods for the first time as well as major cooperation projects took place such as the

Mt. Kumgang tour and the Kaesong industrial complex. Economic cooperation would not

only facilitate North Korea’s market-oriented reform and South Korea’s industrial

restructuring but also promote Korean reunification (Lim, 2006). This peninsular cooperation

accomplished several records in 2005 as inter-Korean trade saw an increase by more than

50% over the previous year and exceeded expectations for the first time. After many years of

unaccomplishment, Hyundai’s Mt. Kumgang tourism project conducted plausible profit,

while the Kaesong industrial complex (KIC), located just north of the Demilitarized Zone
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(DMZ), manufactured products in mass quantities, demonstrating the outcomes of

inter-Korean economic cooperation. The railroad linkage project appeared only a test run

away from being completed. Last but not least, the 19 September joint statement of principles

raised hope that the six-party process would resolve the long-running nuclear crisis on the

Korean peninsula and enhance peace and security in Northeast Asia. These positive

developments fueled the generalized sensation that, after several false starts over the past

decade, inter-Korean economic relations had finally entered a new phase of sustained growth.

Source: IPUS (2021) Inter-Korean Integration Index 2020. Institute for Peace and Unification Studies, Seoul

National University. p. 15

Trade relations between both Koreas, even though they have not met the glorious situation of

2005 and have not seen an increase, have followed the same trading patterns of 2005 until

almost 2015. Commercial flows with South Korea have been declining after Lee Myung-bak

was elected President of South Korea in 2008, who reduced trade in order to coerce North

Korea over nuclear matters. Trade with South Korea dropped from $1.8 billion to $1.1 billion

between 2007 and 2013 as a result, as we see a gradual decreasing index in the graph. Yet,

even if trade was dropping gradually, in August 2015 a diplomatic crisis erupted, which

worsened the situation. In the midst of the tensions of the North nuclear tests, two ROK

soldiers on patrol in the DMZ were seriously injured by landmines placed outside of their

guard posts. A UN investigation concluded that the mines had been deliberately planted there

by North Korean soldiers, a charge that North Korea denied. In February 2016, Park

Geun-Hye announced an immediate closure of the KIC as a direct retaliation, also largely in

response to DPRK’s fourth nuclear test. Additionally, Park announced an immediate closure

of the KIC. This resulted in, as the graph shows, a strong negative reverse in inter-Korean
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trade. As the IPUS shows, after the 2016 despicable diplomatic shock in commercial terms,

the overall economic cooperation has been found stalled.

In this desire of increasing trade relations by the Moon administration, one of the three main

important axis of the Panmunjom Declaration (2018 Inter-Korean Summit) consisted in

“Promoting common prosperity and reunification of Korea through dramatic improvement

and development of inter-Korean relations”. This idea vertebrates the establishment of the

Joint Liaison Office in Kaesong between South and North Korea, multilateral cooperation

and exchange and connecting and modernizing roads with Donghae and Gyeongui railways.

The main goal in the 2018 inter-Korean Summit was to conduct an agreement between the

two leaders about fostering the creation of several joint activities and creating inter-Korean

establishments. For instance, the joint liaison office became the first successful project in

September 2018. As Sung (2018) says, the specific projects in game were:

- Installation of Special Zone of Peace and Cooperation in the West Sea

- Completion of the 1st phase of the Kaesong Industrial Complex to develop its 2nd

phase and institutional improvement

- Repair and common use of the Kaesong-Shinuiju railroad and Kaesong-Shinuiju

highway

- Construction of a shipbuilding cooperation complex at Anbyeon-Nampo and further

cooperation in areas of agriculture, health, and environment”.

Nevertheless, in the case of the signing of the Singapore Declaration, no economic joint

program was mentioned, neither the monitoring of the current ones. The rate of exportation

and imports neither was tackled.

As fellow scholars point and as the IPUS index discloses, economic cooperation was and is

currently stalled as none of the new projects have been carried out mainly due to the

restrictions (both from SK and US) regarding the North’s nuclearization and due to the

COVID-19 which has resulted in a North’s isolationism. The factory joint project in the

North Korean city of Kaesong was considered as the main symbol of inter-Korean economic

cooperation. After the crisis of the North fourth nuclear test and the development of

long-range missiles, the park was closed by the Park Geun-hye administration in February

2016. After the Panmunjom Declaration, as we have disclosed, the two Koreas opened a joint

liaison office in Kaesong in September 2018 in the midst of improvements in inter-Korean

ties, but the North unilaterally demolished the building in June 2020, eventually leading to a
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forced disintegration process of economic and commercial diplomacy between both powers.

This situation is quantitatively justified in the graph. The count has returned to 0

joint-projects.

Source: Value of goods exported to North Korea from South Korea between 2005 and 2020(in million U.S.

dollars). Korea Customs Service, March 2021. Retrieved from Statista, on April, 20 2021

Source: Value of goods imported from North Korea to South Korea from 2005 to 2020 (in million U.S.

dollars). Korea Customs Service, March 2021. Retrieved from Statista, on April, 20 2021
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Source: Number of South Korea's exports to North Korea from 2005 to 2020. Korea Customs Service, Retrieved

from Statista, on April, 20 2021

One of the main indicators for understanding economic relations between two countries is the

rate of exports and imports. Exporting and importing is a well-known basic activity in which

national economies take advantage in specializing in resources, skills, endowments in order

to expand their market. In our case, as we see in the tables below which show the value of

inter-Korean imports and exports measured in USD and the exports in number of goods, the

crisis deployed under these recent events has been reflected on the number of imports and

exports between the 2005-2020 period. After the closure of the Kaesong industrial park due

to Park Geun-Hye’s decision in 2016, economic flows plummeted down, being regarded as

almost non-existent in 2017. Nevertheless, the measurement of imports and exports have

increased and decreased parallel to the political developments; both have demonstrated that

the diplomatic efforts in 2018 and 2019 have not shown relevant progress until now, yet they

would be extremely sensitive to political progresses, if they took place. Since the unification

minister, a long-time advocate of engagement with the North, took office in July, he has

continuously strived to promote these cross-border economic exchanges between the two

sides; the main goal is to pursue some kind of "small-scale trading" with the North that would

not be subject to international sanctions. We must remember the internal nature of exports

and imports of inter-Korean trade, which are often considered “carry-out” and “carry-in”.
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5.3- Identity construction

Dilemmas of identity in peace processes have become vocal to the study of security,

particularly in constructivist debates. In the inter-Korean case, Roy Richard Grinker finds

there is a "master narrative of homogeneity" among korean nationalism: the division of the

peninsula is believed, after many years, to be imposed from the outside; inter-Korean

unification would be the final solution of the lost national unity. Efforts for the Korean

reunification are seen in the development of the Sunshine Policy. There is a remarkable

degree of cultural homogeneity in Korea: the common language, cultural heritage, and

history, along with growing re-acquaintance and familiarity... Despite the obvious political

tensions between both civil societies, nothing can erase the fact that a strong union between

them still exists. There is a shared identity as Koreans.

We’ll try to measure the efforts made between both governments in order to strengthen

relations based on the shared cultural traits as Koreans. This need eventually links with the

concept of public diplomacy and soft power. Armstrong (2008) identifies three general

categories of PD activities that construct public diplomacy: information, influence and

engagement based on short-term but also long-term mutual understandings. This public

diplomacy can be materialized into cultural exhibitions, educational exchange programs… In

the Korean case, most scholars point out that joint sports events and the reunions between

North-South families are two of the main mechanisms in order to foster an inter-Korean

identity. In the first case, this has been developed to the point of being called “sports

diplomacy”. Fostering the reunions between separated families is maybe symbologically the

purest form of reconciliation with the past.
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Source: Source: IPUS (2021) Inter-Korean Integration Index 2020. Institute for Peace and Unification Studies,

Seoul National University. p. 21

Differently from security provisions and economic cooperation, this category is not as

pragmatic as these two, yet it remains crucial for establishing conditions for a peace treaty.

Social integration is measured in the IPUS as the level of the “common sense” of being

Korean we were stating before, as well as the sympathy and animosity of South-Koreans over

North-Koreans. In the IPUS, we see that the election of Lee Myung-bak as President of South

Korea in 2008 had the same effect on social integration as the economic one: it reduced

structural integration due to the coercion on North Korea over nuclear matters. Since then, it

has remained the same. The index shows the decline of the inter-Korean relations in social

and cultural integration. What is also relevant to point out is that, while economic integration

has greatly decreased, this index has not been affected by the decisions of the Park

Administration.

This integration index, in fact, represents the situation where the level of inter-Korean social

and cultural integration has declined to the lowest level since the 2010s, even taking into

account that the social and cultural integration index in 2018 increased significantly from the

previous year. One of the main reasons for that growth is attributable to, among other major

events such as the Panmunjom Declaration, the development of “sports diplomacy”. The

Panmunjom Declaration hinted at the possibility that joint events could be held involving

central and local governments, parliaments, political parties, and civil organizations in

marking the 18-year anniversary of the June 15th North–South Joint Declaration. The

isolated North’s participation in the last Winter Games, hosted by the South in Pyeongchang,

was a catalyst in the diplomatic rapprochement of 2018; it helped to prepare the bases for the

Panmunjom Declaration. We also see that, as the minister of Unification has stated and as this

graph below discloses, most Koreans thought the Pyeongchang Winter Games represented an

important step forward in inter-Korean relations; thus, elevating the social integration index.
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Source: Expert survey on the two Koreas' relations after the PyeongChang 2018 Olympics, page 2. Retrieved

from Statista, on April, 20 2021

The World Table Tennis Championships in 2018 is also an example of the continued bilateral

efforts to strengthen Korean identity through sport events. Continuing the legacy of

Pyeongchang, North and South Korea requested to send joint teams to the 2022 Tokyo

Summer Olympic Games for certain events, and they have also submitted a joint bid to host

the 2023 FIFA Women’s World Cup. Nevertheless, in March 2021, due to the COVID-19,

North Korea reconsidered its participation and decided not to attend this year’s Tokyo

Olympics. In this sense, Seoul’s hopes of using the Games to restart bargaining with the

northern neighbour were dashed. North Korea’s Olympic Committee “decided not to

participate in the 32nd Olympic Games in order to protect players from the world public

health crisis caused by COVID-19”, reported by the sports ministry in Pyongyang on the

DPRK website.

In the case of family reunions, the Panmunjom Declaration also talks about the establishment

of Inter-Korean Red Cross talks and reunions of separated-families on 15 August 2018. The

North-South Korean Red Cross talks of 1971 aimed at addressing the humanitarian issue of

divided families. They were the first post-war diplomatic meetings between the two Koreas

and pretended to address the hardships of divided families. Reencounters between brothers

and sisters, parents and children and husbands and wives have been extremely emotional

experiences. Over the years, at times of relative calm, the two Koreas have arranged sporadic

visits for selected groups, in fact, there have been 20 such events in the past 18 years. Over

10,000 members of separated families had family reunions from June 15, 2000, to the end of
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2005 (Kim, 2006). Beginning the year 2014, Kim Jong-un called for creating “an atmosphere

of reconciliation and unity” on the peninsula. Seoul replied that it wanted to see action, not

rhetoric, and stated that family reunions would be a first step for forging inter-Korean

reconciliation (Lee, 2014).

Source: Number of reunited family members in South and North Korea who were divided by the Korean War

from 2002 to 2019. Ministry of Unification (Südkorea).Retrieved from Statista, on April, 20 2021

After the 2018 summit talks, president Moon and North Korean leader Kim agreed to reduce

tensions and increase cooperation: one of the main mechanisms to enhance national

integration was resolving humanitarian key issues, such as the reunion of families. The two

Koreas, in result, also opened a joint liaison office in the North's border town of Kaesong in

the same year to facilitate communications on cooperative projects. As the following

US-ROK summit from 2019 failed to address these common needs through a new deal,

inter-Korean relations have stagnated in this sense. One idea from the ministry of Unification

of the ROK was to launch the North Korean Human Rights Foundation “as soon as possible”

in order to adopt cooperative policies jointly with North Korea as well as discussing human

rights issues and families’ reunification during inter-Korean dialogues. Family reunions in

2018 were successfully carried out, without ignoring the obvious difference regarding the

before-2016 period. Yet, as we have found, there has not been any family reunion since 2018.

Unification Minister Lee In-young called in September 2020 for North Korea to implement

agreements the leaders of the two Koreas reached during their 2018 summit talks and move

forward the stalled inter-Korean relations. Reportedly, several North-Korean defectors have
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stated that COVID-19 has taken a crucial role in this hermetic attitude of the North: no

response has been given until now in any of the initiatives exposed.

6- Final remarks

The importance of a peace treaty in the international context is not to be underestimated. As

we pointed out in the introduction, the two Koreas are still technically at war. Evidently,

armed conflict ceased to exist; but the permanent climate of tension due to armament and

nuclear escalation has been translated into a brake on relations. The new administration of

Moon Jae-In sought to capture diplomatic efforts in what has been considered the most

important diplomatic triumph in recent years: the Panmunjom declaration. Along with it, we

have found the first summits of the United States and North Korea, which produced the

Singapore Declaration as a result. These two summits in 2018 excited the international

community as it was considered an important step in the development of the peace

agreement. However, how have these diplomatic efforts shown relevant outcomes?

To review the effectiveness of the peace treaty summits, an interconnected triad of variables

has been selected; hence the title. According to Rohner and fellow experts, they are of major

importance in determining the outcomes of a peace treaty. Also, these aspects have been

related to the content of the Panmunjom Declaration and the main compromises acquired in

the meeting. The first has been the need to generate an adequate balance in terms of security,

as well as deterrence; this category has operationalized two relevant subjects: the

denuclearization and the disarmament, especially of missiles. The second has been the need

to establish economic ties and prevent any belligerent party from understanding the conflict

as beneficial in material terms; the analysis of joint projects as well as the analysis of trade

flows in exports and imports has been used. The third one aspect is the construction of an

inter-Korean national identity, where the most effective public diplomacy mechanisms have

been analyzed; sports diplomacy and family reunions. Overall, as the compromises acquired

have been very limited, we cannot state that the diplomatic efforts since 2018 have been

effective towards a peace agreement. We’ll justify it below.

Also, it is relevant to mention that, as Angela Semee-Kim exposes, there has been a wide

absence of adapting the summits points into domestic laws; the Panmunjomband Singapore
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Declarations are still mere non-binding political declarations. This soft law effect has been a

considerable reason for the stalled situation in 2021, as no legal effect has been precised.

Future efforts should try to engage these diplomatic efforts with factual and comprehensive

initiatives at the national and international level, from legislative efforts from the South

Korean National Assembly for example, to the involvement of the United Nations Security

Council (UNSC).

Security:

Indicators explicitly disclose that inter-Korean negotiations are currently at a stalled point. In

the case of security provisions, denuclearization measures haven’t been presented yet, nor

any attempt of compromise, as the NTI has disclosed. The development of nuclear armament

is a deterrence asset in the short-term, yet it does not help solving the problem in the

long-term - thus, the importance of a comprehensive perspective in tackling a peace

negotiation. In the case of missile tests, in 2019, the DPRK recorded its highest number of

missile tests. Nevertheless, in 2020 and 2021 these tests have quantitatively slowed down.

Yet, as we pointed out, this decrease does not convey with a deterrence measure, it shows a

dangerous qualitative militarization.

Effectivity Non-effectivity

Denuclearization No current data available. No apparent efforts. No sign
of denuclearization. Nuclear
growth cannot be measured
in 2021.

Missile tests Quantitative decrease of the
number of tests in 2020 and
2021.

Increase of jeopardizing
materials and missiles:
increase qualitatively.

Economy:

In the case of the economy, the joint projects had reached a positive consensus in the

Panmunjom Declaration. In fact, efforts had been made to reactivate, among other things, the

Kaesong industrial complex. However, since the North unilaterally demolished the facilities,

no alternative has been reconsidered. What has also been shown with exports and imports is

that economic flows have failed to recover from the 2016 decline. In this sense, any effort
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towards economic cooperation is currently stalled. As the new administration of President Joe

Biden has not announced any North Korea policy, Seoul has expressed desires that Biden

should restart negotiations with Pyongyang, keen to resuscitate stalled cross-border economic

cooperation.

Effectivity Non-effectivity

Joint projects The KIC was temporarily
reactivated.

The KIC was demolished in
2020.

Trade flows No improvement available. Economic flows are
currently stalled.

Social:

In the case of social integration, the decision of autharcy by the Park Administration did not

negatively affect the degree of national identity cohesion, which is relevant to point out as it

demonstrated a stronger independence in relation to security provisions than economics. The

effect of sports diplomacy through the Pyeongchang Winter Games in 2018 helped to

ameliorate the situation pre-Panmunjom. While its effects on the aftermath of the Panmunjom

Declaration cannot be measured, the public opinion towards North Korea did improve, as

well as the social IPUS index. While family reunions were held in 2018, those were the last.

There has not been any other since 2018, nor any response from the North in this direction;

thus, its impact cannot be measured. The sub-category of sports diplomacy has been the most

“efficient” of our analysis, as it has shown the highest degree of compliance.

Effectivity Non-effectivity

Sports diplomacy Public opinion improved

before the Panmunjom

Declaration due to the

success of the Pyeongchang

Winter Games.

North Korea reconsidered its

participation and decided

not to attend the 2021 Tokyo

Olympics because of the

coronavirus pandemic.
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Unified World Team Table

Tennis Championships in

2018.

Joint bid to host the 2023

FIFA Women’s World Cup.

Family reunions As the minister of

Unification said, reunions

are a priority and

discussions are expected to

re-start towards this

direction.

Family reunions have not

been restarted since 2018.

As we’ve seen, there’s an interrelationship between security, economics and nation-building.

Yet, these last two aspects depend on security provisions in some kind of parasitism: the

nuclear threat and the need of disarmament have interacted in economics and nation-building

in a causal way. This is not for free. The subject of security in the Korean peninsula has been

the main driving force in the conflict and has hiercarchisized the main concerns in finding a

solution, putting the question of reunification aside. In fact, even if the Panmunjom

Declaration has been considered the most comprehensive Declaration out of the recent ones,

the compromise of disarmament still has been the most sensitive subject, thus the most

complicated to negotiate on. When reviewing literature for deciding my approach in the

inter-Korean conflict, I found out that in order to measure effectiveness, most academic

papers focused exclusively on the denuclearization issue. While it has proven to be indeed the

most crucial category, a lot of academic work regarding peace agreements put a lot of

emphasis on the need to adopt a transdisciplinary approach in which all disciplines should

merge into an effective synergy. Even if the inter-Korean case is very particular, that was my

intention in this work; to explore the main aspects of the inter-Korean situation in order to

relate them to this academic and transdisciplinary consensus. In this sense, future work

should consider that an inter-Korean autarky after the nuclear tests in 2016 is transversal and

affects all of the sectors involved, not only security: in the case exposed, economic
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cooperation was directly affected by the diplomatic crisis of 2016 and the perception and the

cultural integrity of South Koreans was very influenced by the preparations of the

Panmunjom Declaration.

As we have stated, these three categories (security provisions, economic cooperation and

identity construction) have been chosen to break with unicentrality in terms of conflict

analysis and to seek solutions in harmony with the spirit of Panmunjom’s statement. One of

the most proliferating criticisms of the Singapore and Hanoi Summits has been the

uni-dimensional and state-centric perspective of the United States in terms of calling for

accountability (toward North Korea exclusively) and addressing issues (arms proliferation

only). In this work we have envisioned a monitoring for a proper development of a peace

treaty, breaking with one-dimensionality towards the studies of security. On the other hand,

the inter-Korean conflict cannot be considered exclusively between both Koreas. The United

States’ involvement is based on the protection and supervision of South Korea’s security as

an ally in contrast to an hostile attitude towards North Korea’s enrichment of uranium to

promote nuclear development programs and weapons initiatives. In the meantime, South

Korea as of March 2021 is estimated to have ranked 10th in 2020 global GDP rankings. As

part of the 4 Asian Tigers, it is an economy more and more independent which does not rely

exclusively on the United States. In fact, as the article from Visión Internacional states,

citizens in ROK have begun to perceive in a negative way the interventions of the United

States and the dependency relationship of South Korea with the White House. For some

authors, the rise of South Korea as a strong middle power is contesting the unconditional

engagement of South Korea towards US foreign policy. For others, the South will not dare to

comply with a different approach and will continue to benefit from the US foreing policy.

Seeing the differences between the Panmunjom Declaration and fellow diplomatic efforts

involving the US, future works should analyze the triade between the Peninsula of Korea and

the United States in order to reflect on the degree of involvement of the US.

Among the most desirable final scenarios that have been raised, we see that the normalization

of political and economic relations and an end to sanctions are needed for a peace treaty; for

that to happen, a nuclear-weapons-free zone (NWFZ) in North Korea has been understood as

a necessary condition. As an immediate alliance is far from possible, a NWFZ could become

an affordable alternative with one assurance: once the DPRK has validly denuclearized its

region, the US Government will not enforce further restrictions or hostilities to North Korea.
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Also, the recognition of the Democratic Popular Republic of Korea could be possible, as the

debate about the “legitime Korea'' has always favored South Korea. Further works should

question the viability of a NWFZ as well as its consequences in the resolution of the conflict.

Future research should also take into account the uncertainty of the conflict and the

proliferation of actors, as public information is seriously lacking from the North’s side and

the involvement of China and Japan is also to be taken into account.
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ANNEX:

1. Content of the Panmunjom Declaration, April, 27, 2018:

https://kls.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/pics/Panmunjom%20Monitor/P

anmunjom%20Declaration.pdf

2. Content of the Singapore Declaration, June, 12, 2018:

https://kls.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/docs/Panmunjom%20Monitor/

2.%20Singapore%20Summit%20Joint%20Statement%20(2018.06.12).pdf
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